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ABSTRACT

We propose a system for mining videos from the web for supple-
menting the content of electronic textbooks in order to enhance
their utility. Textbooks are generally organized into sections such
that each section explains very few concepts and every concept is
primarily explained in one section. Building upon these principles
from the education literature and drawing upon the theory of For-

mal Concept Analysis, we define the focus of a section in terms of a
few indicia, which themselves are combinations of concept phrases
uniquely present in the section. We identify videos relevant for a
section by ensuring that at least one of the indicia for the section
is present in the video and measuring the extent to which the video
contains the concept phrases occurring in different indicia for the
section. Our user study employing two corpora of textbooks on dif-
ferent subjects from two countries demonstrate that our system is
able to find useful videos, relevant to individual sections.

1. INTRODUCTION
We first observe the following emergent trends:

Accelerated adoption of tablets. In a short period since their intro-
duction in 2010, nearly 200 million tablets are estimated to have
been shipped by the close of 2012 [58]. In the first three months of
2013, another 40 million units were shipped, surging 117% from
18.7 million in the corresponding period in 2012 [33].

Electronification of textbooks. New policy initiatives such as “no
child left offline” are increasingly centered around the availability
of electronic textbooks for achieving the goal of “any time, any
place, any pace” learning [3]. These initiatives are not limited to
U.S.A. or other developed nations. For example, Government of
India is said to be developing a low cost tablet pre-loaded with
educational content for distributing to millions of students [4].

Explosive growth in online videos. It has been recently estimated [40]
that 100 hours of videos are uploaded every minute on YouTube
(compared to almost nearly nada only six years back). YouTube
Edu alone currently contains over 700,000 high quality educational
videos from over 800 channels.
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As a consequence of these trends, it appears is inevitable that the
traditional paper-based textbook will gradually evolve into elec-
tronic textbooks accessible from computing devices connected to
the Internet. To enhance the utility of such electronic textbooks, we
propose the problem of mining from the web a few selective videos
related to a section in a textbook and present effective techniques
for this purpose. Our techniques can be used to obtain a candidate
set of relevant videos, which can then be used by different stake-
holders: by teachers when preparing lectures on the material, by
authors when creating pointers to supplementary video material for
the textbook, and by students for reinforcing their learning from an
alternative exposition.

The problem of finding suitable videos for a textbook section is
quite different from that of finding videos relevant to a stand-alone
piece of text. Textbooks are written following certain organiza-
tional principles in order to enable the reader to understand their
content without incurring undue comprehension burden [15, 26].
Two properties of a well-written textbook of particular relevance to
the present work are: (1) focus that says that each section explains a
few concepts, and (2) unity that implies that for each concept there
is a unique section that best explains the concept. In the presence
of the unity property, the focus of a section can be viewed as the
the unique contribution of the section to the textbook. The conven-
tional information retrieval methods (e.g., TF-IDF [37], LSA [20],
and LDA [11]) are not adept at representing the focus of a textbook
section (not surprising, since they were not specifically designed
for this task).

Hence, we take a departure from traditional retrieval methods
and present an approach that first infers the focus of each section,
taking into account the content of all other sections, and then finds
videos relevant to that focus. Our representation of the focus is
derived from the theory of Formal Concept Analysis [24]. We rep-
resent the focus using, what we call, indicia. An indicium for a
section is a maximal combination of concept phrases that occurs
frequently in that section but is not present in any other section.
We also associate a score with each indicium based on the impor-
tance of the underlying concept phrases that captures the signifi-
cance of the indicium to the section. We identify videos relevant
for a section by ensuring that at least one of the indicia is present in
the video and measuring the extent to which the video contains the
concept phrases occurring in different indicia, after taking into ac-
count their significance. We study the efficacy of our system using
textbooks on different subjects from two different countries. This
extensive user study shows that our system is able to find useful
videos relevant to the individual sections of a textbook.

1.1 Assumptions and Scope of the Paper
Before delving into details, we offer a few clarifications. We are

assuming an evolutionary transformation of the current textbooks



to their electronic versions. Undoubtedly, in the future, there will
be textbooks written in a way to specifically exploit the function-
alities provided by the electronic medium, but that will take time.
Meanwhile, we are interested in taking the current books and en-
hancing the experience of studying from them. In the same vein,
one can even question the continued need for textbooks. However,
years of educational research have shown that the textbooks are the
educational input most consistently associated with improvements
in student learning [59]. They serve as the primary conduits for
delivering content knowledge to the students and the teachers base
their lesson plans mainly on the material given in textbooks [25].
Pragmatically, their importance in educational instruction is un-
likely to diminish in the foreseeable future.

We should also clarify why enhancing electronic textbooks with
videos has a high payoff. The literature on learning research has
long recognized the differences in the learning styles of learners [22].
Students’ strengths and weaknesses are often related to sensory
modality capabilities resulting in the notion of auditory learners,
visual learners, and learners needing haptic and kinesthetic feed-
back [9]. A number of pilot studies have established the impor-
tance of using multimedia content in educational instruction. In a
recent work [42], Miller showed that the use of multimedia content
is “particularly valuable in helping students acquire the initial men-
tal imagery essential for conceptual understanding”. Tantrarun-
groj [56] used a month-long longitudinal study to show that the stu-
dents have much better content retention when they are presented
with multimedia content along with textual material. The visual
modality is particularly strong in many people because a child “sees
and recognizes before speaking” [10]. The educational pedagogy
informs us that any supplementary material is most effective when
it is presented in close proximity to the main material [18]. We
therefore augment videos at the section level.

We present the technology core for identifying relevant videos,
but do not discuss the mechanisms for integrating them into the
textbook. Issues such as implications for royalty sharing and in-
tellectual property rights are outside the scope of the paper. It is
known that learning outcomes depend not only on the availabil-
ity of educational materials, but also on how they are used by the
teachers and students and how effectively they have been integrated
with other interventions [25, 43]. While such deployment issues are
critically important, they are beyond the scope of this paper.

When proposing a video, there are multiple considerations that
must be taken into account. They can be broadly grouped into as-
pects related to the video, the viewer, and the presenter respec-
tively. Video considerations include the relevancy of the content
of the video to the textbook section, duration of the video, and the
video quality [47]. Viewer considerations include the appropriate-
ness of the video to the viewer’s prior knowledge of the subject
matter and preference for the type of video such as lecture, demon-
stration, animation, or enactment. Presenter considerations include
the presenter speaking style [38], diction, and accent. In this paper,
we address the problem of relevancy: how do we augment textbook
sections with relevant videos available on the web?

1.2 Textbook Corpora
Our study uses publicly available school-level textbooks on dif-

ferent subjects from two different countries. The first corpus con-
sists of books published by the CK-12 Foundation, U.S.A. that are
available online from ck12.org. The second corpus comprises of
books published by the National Council of Educational Research
and Training (NCERT), India. These books are also available on-
line from ncert.nic.in and they have been used in prior studies re-
lated to textbooks [5, 6, 7]. The language of these books is English.
We generate augmentations for every section in every chapter of

books in our corpora.
Respecting the space constraint, we present and discuss in depth

the results for two books. From the CK-12 corpus, we provide
results for the middle school Biology textbook. This book intro-
duces various themes in Biology including Molecular Biology and
Genetics, Cell Biology, Prokaryotes, Animals, Plants, and Human
Biology. The book consists of 26 chapters, spanning 147 sections,
and we consider the augmentations for all the sections in our per-
formance evaluation.

From the NCERT corpus, we present results for the Grade XII
Physics textbook. The broad theme of this book is electricity and
magnetism. It covers electric charges and fields, electrostatic po-
tential and capacitance, current electricity, moving charges and mag-
netism, magnetism and matter, electromagnetic induction, alternat-
ing current, and electromagnetic waves. This book consists of 15
chapters, spanning 200 sections, and again our evaluation considers
the results for all the sections.

Hereafter, we refer to these books as Biology and Physics text-
books respectively.

1.3 Organization
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. We start off by dis-

cussing the related work in §2. We then describe our model for
representing the focus of a textbook section in §3. This section
also contains a discussion of the inadequacy of conventional in-
formation retrieval methods in identifying the focus of a textbook
section. We describe how we use our representation of the focus of
a textbook section for finding videos relevant to it in §4. We present
the results of the user study in §5. We conclude with a summary
and directions for future work in §6.

2. RELATED WORK
Aboutness: The problem of formally defining the focus of a text-
book section is related to the question of “what a document is
about?". The latter has been been extensively investigated in the
information retrieval literature from both theoretical (e.g., [12, 28,
31]) as well as pragmatic perspectives (e.g., [32, 37, 45]). How-
ever, as we will elaborate in §3, the conventional information re-
trieval techniques are not adept at capturing the focus of a text-
book section. Our proposed representation of the focus is rooted
in the theory of Formal Concept Analysis [24]. It also agrees with
the properties of well-written textbooks enunciated in the education
literature [15, 26]. We also validate its efficacy through the appli-
cation of finding relevant videos for different textbook sections.

Content-based Video Retrieval: Quite innovative research has been
reported in content-based video retrieval where the emphasis is on
retrieving videos based on pre-specified physical object categories
such as cars and people and their instances [46, 51]. There is also
work on recognition and retrieval for certain classes of events for
these objects (e.g., human actions such as handshakes and answer-
ing phones [57], sporting events [64], or traffic patterns [29]). Re-
trieval is initiated by providing a textual query, or a representative
image, or a region of the image depicting the object of interest. The
TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation [44] has played a key role in the
development of methods for content-based exploitation of digital
videos. These methods have been designed to recognize objects
that can be represented using visual pixels, and thus are inapplica-
ble for recognizing abstract concepts such as ‘kinetic energy’ that
are common and central in textbooks.

Video Search Engines: Popular search engines such as Google and
Bing include support for video search. These search engines work



by indexing the associated metadata and matching keyword queries
with the stored metadata. The metadata may include textual de-
scription and tags, user comments and ratings, and queries that led
to the video. One might be tempted to provide the text string of a
textbook section as query to a video search engine and obtain the
relevant videos. However, it is well known that the current search
engines do not perform well with long queries [30, 34]. Indeed,
when we ourselves experimented by querying the search engines
using the first few lines of a section, we got none or meaningless
results. In one major stream of research on information retrieval
with long queries, the focus is on selecting a subset of the query,
while in another it is on weighting the terms of the query [62]. This
body of research however is not designed to work for queries con-
sisting of arbitrarily long textbook sections.

Textbook Augmentation: It has been empirically observed that the
linking of encyclopedic information to educational material can
improve both the quality of the knowledge acquired and the time
needed to obtain such knowledge [19]. Motivated by this finding,
techniques for mining the web for augmenting textbooks with se-
lective links to web articles and images have been presented in [5,
7]. We extend this line of research by investigating video augmen-
tations. We also introduce new abstractions and techniques.

Massive Open Online Courses: Several institutions have made avail-
able the videos of the course lectures, and there are websites (e.g.,
EducationalVideos.com, VideoLectures.net, WatchKnowLearn.org)
that aggregate links to them. Massive open online courses (MOOCs)
are a relatively new phenomenon to enable teachers to reach a global
student population through video-based pedagogy [21] Coursera,
edX, Khan Academy, and Udacity are examples of platforms that
have sprung up to support such courses. We view these platforms
as video sources for textbook augmentation, as well as potential
consumers of our research.

Crowdsourcing: It was proposed in [1] to create an education net-
work to harness the collective efforts of educators, parents, and stu-
dents to collaboratively enhance the quality of educational material.
Some websites (e.g., Notemonk.com) allow students to download
textbooks and annotate them. Such annotations can include links
found interesting by the students, which can then be aggregated.
Some allow teachers (e.g., LessonPlanet.com) to find lesson plans,
worksheets, and videos to assist them with their classroom presen-
tations. Yet others (e.g., Graphite.org) help educators to use and
share apps, games, videos, and websites. One could view the tech-
niques proposed in this paper as providing an initial consideration
set of videos that gets refined using crowdsourcing and other man-
ual approaches.

3. FOCUS OF A TEXTBOOK SECTION
Our representation of the focus of a section in a textbook is de-

rived from the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [24]. The theory
of FCA has been shown to have connections to the philosophical
logic of human thought [61]. We first provide a brief overview of
FCA and then formally define the focus of a section in terms of
indicia. We also contrast with alternative approaches to represent
focus. Later, we evaluate the efficacy of our representation through
the application of finding relevant videos for different textbook sec-
tions.

3.1 Formal Concept Analysis: An Overview
FCA postulates that we are given a context K consisting of a

set of objects G, a set of attributes (properties) M , and a relation

I ⊆ G×M specifying which objects have which attributes. A con-
cept is then a pair (A,B) consisting of: i) its extent A, comprising
all objects which belong to the concept, and ii) its intent B, com-
prising all attributes which apply to all objects of the extension. A
formal concept is defined to be a pair of maximal subset of objects
and maximal subset of attributes such that every object has every
attribute 1 .

The formal concepts are naturally ordered by the subconcept-
superconcept relation as defined by: (A1, B1) ≤ (A2, B2) ⇔
A1 ⊆ A2 ⇔ B1 ⊇ B2. The set of all concepts together with
the above partial order constitutes the concept lattice of the given
context. For many applications, it is desirable to limit to the top-
most part of a concept lattice since this region corresponds to con-
cepts with a minimum support which are relatively stable to small
perturbations (noise) in data, and also since the size of a concept
lattice can be exponential in the size of the context in the worst
case [35]. In [54], iceberg concept lattices, based on frequent item-
sets as known from data mining [8], were introduced to address this
issue. Let µ ∈ [0, 1] be the minimum support. A concept (A,B)
is said to be frequent if at least µ fraction of objects in G individu-
ally have every attribute in B. The set of all frequent concepts of a
context K, together with the partial order between them, is called
its iceberg concept lattice. See [48] for a comprehensive survey
of recent advances in FCA and computational techniques. See [13,
16, 49] for overviews of several applications of FCA in information
retrieval.

Figure 1 shows an illustrative context K. The formal concepts of
K are: FC1 = ({O1, O2, O3},{P2}), FC2 = ({O1, O3},{P2, P3}),
FC3 = ({O2, O3},{P1, P2}), and FC4 = ({O3},{P1, P2, P3}). The
concept lattice of K consists of {FC2 ≤ FC1, FC3 ≤ FC1,
FC4 ≤ FC2, FC4 ≤ FC3}. For µ = 0.5, the iceberg lattice
consists of {FC2 ≤ FC1, FC3 ≤ FC1}.

K P1 P2 P3

O1
√ √

O2
√ √

O3
√ √ √

Figure 1: A formal context K. The rows represent objects, the
columns represent attributes (properties), and a

√
indicates that

the corresponding object has the corresponding attribute.

3.2 Using FCA to represent Focus
Assume we have a textbook, consisting of n sections, each of

which is subdivided into paragraphs. The sections and paragraphs
can be those specified by the author or they can be determined using
techniques such as TextTiling [27]. We will use cphr to denote a
concept phrase present in a text. Let Cbook be the set of all cphrs in
the book.2

1Mathematically, let G and M be the set of objects and the set
of attributes respectively, and let I be a relation I ⊆ G × M : for
g ∈ G and m ∈ M , gIm holds iff the object g has attribute m. The
triple K = (G, I,M) is called a (formal) context. For arbitrary
subsets A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M , the Galois connection is given by the
following derivation operators: A′ := {m ∈ M |gIm ∀g ∈ A},
B′ := {g ∈ G|gIm ∀m ∈ B}. A′ denotes the set of attributes
satisfied by every object in A and B′ denotes the set of objects
that satisfy every attribute in B. The pair (A,B), where A ⊆ G,
B ⊆ M , A′ = B, and B′ = A is called a (formal) concept of the
context K with extent G and intent M . This definition is equivalent
to A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M being maximal with A×B ⊆ I [24].
2The identification of cphrs primarily involves detection based on
rules or statistical and learning methods [32, 37]. In the former, the



Since the formal concepts are abstract, we can only observe their
manifestations in the form of underlying cphrs appearing in vari-
ous paragraphs. Given a textbook section s, treat different para-
graphs of s as objects, different cphrs occurring in s as attributes,
and define the relationship between objects and attributes based on
occurrence of a cphr in a paragraph. Thus, a pair of maximal set
of paragraphs PC and maximal combination of cphrs C such that
every cphr in C is present in every paragraph in PC corresponds to
a formal concept of the section.

Observe that the pair representation for a formal concept has re-
dundancy built into it. Clearly, given a formal concept (A,B), the
attribute set B completely determines the object set A, and vice
versa. Thus, the iceberg concept lattice of section s can be thought
of as corresponding to a partial order over sets of cphrs present in
s. If B1 < B2 in this partial order then the set of cphrs correspond-
ing to B1 will be a superset of B2. For compactness, therefore, we
take the leaf nodes of the partial order since they correspond to the
most specific sets of cphrs (or equivalently maximal combinations
of cphrs) that are also frequent in the section.

Finally, since we are interested in concepts that are unique to
each section, we add a uniqueness constraint to define the focus of
the section. More precisely, we only include those leaf nodes that
are rare in any other section [55].

DEFINITION 3.1 (INDICIUM OF A SECTION). A set of cphrs

C present in a section s of the textbook constitutes an indicium of

s if (1) C is frequent in s, (2) C uniquely occurs in s (i.e., there is

no other section of the book in which C is frequent), and (3) C is

maximal (i.e., there is no superset of C in s which is also frequent

in s).

DEFINITION 3.2 (FOCUS OF A SECTION). The set of indicia

of a section s constitutes the focus of s, denoted by Ψs.

We remark that our derivation of the definition of focus of a sec-
tion agrees with the properties of well-written textbooks investi-
gated in the education literature [15, 26]. For an author to have
introduced a formal concept in a section, the cphrs underlying the
formal concept must occur frequently across many paragraphs in
the section. As a section contributes unique content to the book and
introduces very few formal concepts, their underlying cphr combi-
nations must appear uniquely in the section, and if not, then infre-
quently in other sections. We obtain concise representations as a
side effect of the maximality constraint. Our implementation sets
µ to require that an indicium must appear in at least two paragraphs
in the section for it to be considered frequent.

We also remark that our notion of an indicium is related to the
idea of a hypothesis for a class present in the FCA literature. Note
that indicium C is a maximal frequent (and hence closed) itemset
in class (text section) s, which is not frequent in another class (sec-
tion). As defined in [36], a hypothesis for class s is a closed itemset
occurring in s and not occurring in other classes. A minimal hy-
pothesis is an inclusion-minimal hypothesis. An indicium is thus
a “relaxation” of a minimal hypothesis, allowing it to occur in an-
other class, but not frequently. Thus, the focus of a section consists
of the set of relaxed minimal hypotheses for the section.

structural properties of phrases form the basis for rule generation,
while the importance of a phrase is computed based on its statistical
properties in the latter. Building upon [23, 39, 53], our implemen-
tation defines the initial set of cphrs to be the phrases that map to
Wikipedia article titles. This set is refined by removing malformed
as well as common phrases based on their probability of occurrence
on the Web [60]. Our methodology is oblivious to the specific cphr
identification technique used, though the performance of the sys-
tem is dependent on it. Our implementation uses author provided
sections and paragraphs.

pharynx, cellular respiration, transporting oxygen
cardiac muscle, connective tissue, gas transport

nasal cavity, connective tissue, gas transport

(a) Respiratory system

pharynx, respiratory system, epiglottis
emphysema, epiglottis, cigarette

bronchus, cigarette, respiratory system

(b) Respiratory diseases

pharynx, lipid digestion, pepsin
pharynx, large intestine, salivary gland

gall bladder, large intestine, pepsin

(c) Digestive system

Table 1: Indicia for consecutive sections in the Biology textbook.
For illustration, reconsider Figure 1 assuming that the objects

correspond to the paragraphs and the attributes correspond to the
cphrs present in a section. The focus of this section would consist
of two indicia: {P1, P2} and {P2, P3} (assuming both satisfy the
uniqueness constraint).

3.3 Illustrative Examples

Biology textbook: Table 1 shows top indicia for three consecutive
sections in the Biology textbook (wherein the indicia are ordered by
their significance score (see §4.1)). Table 1(a) gives indicia for the
section on the anatomy of human respiratory system, Table 1(b) for
the next section that discusses respiratory diseases, and Table 1(c)
for the subsequent section that explains human digestive system.

We see that in each of these sections, there is at least one indi-
cium that contains the cphr ‘pharynx’. In human Biology, ‘phar-
ynx’ refers to a part of the throat that participates in respiration and
digestion. Hence, this phrase is discussed in all three sections and
is present in the corresponding indicia. However, other cphrs oc-
curring in these indicia provide the additional content (respiration
or digestion) with which to disambiguate and represent the focus of
the corresponding sections.

The indicium 〈pharynx, cellular respiration, transporting oxygen〉
in the first section captures the working of the respiratory system in
which oxygen enters through the mouth and nose and then travels
through the pharynx to reach the lungs. In contrast, in the second
section, the indicium 〈pharynx, respiratory system, epiglottis〉 cap-
tures how the valve, epiglottis, near the pharynx points upwards
during respiration in order to enable breathing. In the third section
on the human digestive system, the indicium 〈pharynx, lipid diges-
tion, pepsin〉 differentiates the use of ‘pharynx’ by using digestion
related concept phrases.

As another example, consider the indicium 〈emphysema, epiglot-
tis, cigarette〉 in the second section. The cphr ‘emphysema’ refers
to a progressive disease of the lungs caused mainly by smoking to-
bacco. Smoking tobacco also causes inflammation of epiglottis and
hence can cause obstruction of oxygen through the ‘pharynx’. Sim-
ilarly, consider the indicium 〈gall bladder, large intestine, pepsin〉
in the third section. The cphr ‘pepsin’ refers to an enzyme that aids
digestion of protein in the stomach and the cphr ‘gall bladder’ to
the organ that stores bile and then secretes it to aid digestion.

Physics textbook: Table 2 shows top indicia for two adjacent sec-
tions in the Physics textbook. Table 2(a) shows indicia for the sec-
tion on magnetism & Gauss’ laws, while Table 2(b) shows them
for the section on Earth’s magnetism. The first section discusses
the magnetic field and the physics behind their effects on moving



field line, magnetic field, monopole
field line, magnet, charged particle
electrostatics, field line, monopole

(a) Magnetism & Gauss’ Laws

field line, magnetic field, earth
equator, meridian, southern hemisphere

earth, solar wind, poles

(b) Earth’s Magnetism

Table 2: Indicia for adjacent sections in the Physics textbook.
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Figure 2: LDA model: Total variation distance between posterior
distribution over topics for all sections in the Physics textbook. The
sections are ordered sequentially as in the textbook. The distance
is displayed on a gray scale, with the darkest region corresponding
to zero and the lightest region corresponding to one.

particles. The second section discusses how Earth acts as a magnet.
Consider the first rows of the two tables. They both contain cphrs

‘field line’ and ‘magnetic field’, but the cphr ‘monopole’ is unique
to the indicium for the first section. The cphr ‘monopole’ appearing
in the first section distinguishes this section on general magnetism
from the section on Earth’s magnetism: a magnetic monopole is
a hypothetical particle in particle physics that is an isolated mag-
net with only one magnetic pole, and hence is not discussed in the
context of Earth’s magnetism as Earth has both poles. The cphr

‘earth’ is rather generic, but the indicium formed by combining it
with ‘field line’ and ‘magnetic field’ is very pertinent to the section
on Earth’s magnetism.

3.4 Inadequacy of Alternative Representations

3.4.1 LSA and LDA

Given a collection of documents (where a document may cor-
respond to a section in a textbook), the goal of statistical methods
such as latent semantic indexing (LSA) [20], and their probabilis-
tic counterparts such as latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [11], is
to tease out the underlying regularities in the collection. In their
pursuit to discover latent low dimensional structure, they tend to
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Figure 3: LDA model: Posterior distribution over topics for sec-
tions in the chapter on ‘magnetism’ in the Physics textbook.

de-emphasize uncommon unique contributions from any individ-
ual document. In textbooks, however, each document (a section)
has a unique focus and we are seeking representations that suc-
cinctly captures that distinct focus. Unsurprisingly, therefore, these
methods are ineffective for the task on hand. We illustrate this ob-
servation with results from applying LDA to our textbook corpus.

Take first the Physics textbook. We trained a 20-topic LDA
model using variational inference [11], treating each section as a
document and representing it by the cphrs present and their fre-
quencies. Table 3 shows the topic distribution learned. Each row
pertains to a topic and the corresponding columns show the top
seven cphrs associated with the topic. To decipher if LDA is able
to capture the focus of the sections, we measure the total variation
distance between posterior distributions over the LDA topics for
every pair of sections.3 The results are plotted in Figure 2. Sec-
tions are depicted sequentially as in the textbook. If LDA could
successfully capture the focus of the section, the distance between
any two sections would be large. However, we see multiple blocks
around the diagonal that have a very small distance! We also exper-
imented with different number of topics and found that the results
were similar.

We next drill down into one of the chapters in the book. The
chapter titled, ‘magnetism’, has six sections. Although all of them
are united in their theme on magnetism, each section has a unique
focus. Figure 3 plots the posterior Dirichlet parameters over topics
for the six sections. We see that the posterior parameters for dif-
ferent sections have peak values at a small number of topics, albeit
differences in their mixing proportions. For example, Topic 18 is
the dominant topic for four of the six sections. It suggests that LDA
has learned to unify the sections in this chapter. However, by col-
lapsing every section into the same set of topics, LDA is unable to
tease out the focus of individual sections.

Let us look further into the topics learned for the two sections
studied in §3.3. The dominant LDA topic for the section on ‘mag-
netism & Gauss’ law’ is Topic 18 in Table 3. We see that some
of the dominant cphrs such as ‘transistor’ and ‘amplifier’ do not
even pertain to magnetism, while others such as ‘magnetic field’,
‘field’, ‘ferromagnetism’, ‘magnetization’ and ‘magnet’ are generic
to magnetism and do not capture the section’s focus on the physics
behind magnetic field’s effects on moving particles. On the other
hand, indicia in Table 2(a) are very indicative of the focus of the
section. For example, the indicium 〈field line, magnetic field, monopole〉
pertains to the two equivalent forms of Gauss’ law of magnetism:
‘the magnetic field has zero divergence’ vs. ‘monopoles do not ex-
ist’. The cphr ‘monopole’ does not even show up as a top cphr for

3Given the two probability distributions, ps and pr, over the same
state space, the total variation distance is given by

∑

x
|ps(x) −

pr(x)|/2, where x indexes over the states.



Topic Id Top seven cphrs

1 electric field field dipole magnitude potential energy electrostatics shell
2 wave refraction wavefront time speed plane wave polaroid
3 nucleus proton electron radius atom spheres magnitude
4 waves wave wavelength frequency phenomenon magnetic field time
5 fringe diffraction interference earth double-slit experiment wavelength interference pattern
6 signal modulation antenna waves sin frequency carrier wave
7 semiconductor electron valence band hole conduction band atom orbit
8 magnetic field field magnet loop magnetic moment torque solenoid
9 conductor emf cell current internal resistance resistor gate
10 field line flux electric field field closed surface lines magnitude
11 circuit capacitor current frequency rms inductor amplitude
12 nucleus mass proton atom nucleon binding energy fission
13 diode reverse bias junction current mirror p-n junction hole
14 magnetic field field magnitude current perpendicular velocity time
15 electron solenoid atom radius hydrogen atom toroid coil
16 wavelength electron frequency metal photoelectric effect photon nm
17 coil emf magnetic field flux solenoid magnet magnetic flux
18 transistor magnetic field amplifier field ferromagnetism magnetization magnet
19 lens cm focal length magnification eye microscope refraction
20 capacitor conductor electric field field dielectric capacitance electrostatics

Table 3: LDA trained on the Physics textbook. Each row corresponds to a topic and the corresponding columns show the top seven cphrs

associated with the topic.

Bar Magnet Magnetism & Gauss’ Laws Earth’s Magnetism Magnetisation Magnetic Properties Permanent Magnets

magnet field line earth solenoid ferromagnetism magnet
solenoid closed surface meridian magnetization magnetization solenoid
magnetic moment flux north core diamagnetism steel
dipole lines magnetic field magnetic moment paramagnetism soft iron
iron filings monopole compass permeability iron hammer
magnetic field lines magnetic field lines dip dimensionless quantity paramagnetic material coercivity
magnetic field toroid declination material domain sydney telephone
torque electrostatics north pole field ferromagnetic materials iron rod
field line magnetism longitude magnetic field magnetic field soft iron core
field magnetic flux north magnetic pole partition dipole moment hysteresis

Table 4: Top ten TF-IDF cphrs from the six sections in the chapter on ‘magnetism’ in the Physics textbook.

any of the LDA topics.
Continuing further, we note that Topics 6 and 18 in Table 3

are the dominant topics for the section titled ‘earth’s magnetism’.
However, all the dominant cphrs for Topic 6 do not even pertain
to magnetism, while those for Topic 18 are too generic to repre-
sent the focus of this section. On the other hand, the three indi-
cia shown in Table 2(b) capture the ideas of earth’s magnetic field,
angle between geographic meridian and magnetic meridian at dif-
ferent locations on earth, and solar wind respectively, and thus are
very pertinent to the focus of that section on earth’s magnetism.

We found the inadequacy of LDA to represent focus to be equally
pronounced in the Biology book. In the interest of space, we omit
details.

3.4.2 TF-IDF

When experimenting with TF-IDF, we observed that while there
were commonalities amongst the top cphrs selected by TF-IDF and
those appearing in the indicia for a section, the indicia represen-
tation often included cphrs not present amongst the top TF-IDF
cphrs. Many of these cphrs had low frequency count and hence
were excluded by TF/IDF. However, the same cphrs in conjunction
with other cphrs could form indicia and contribute to a semantically
meaningful representation for the focus.

Table 4 gives top 10 cphrs each for the six sections of the ‘Mag-
netism’ chapter, obtained from applying TF-IDF to the Physics
book. Consider the section on ‘magnetism & Gauss’ laws’ in this
table. Each of the top cphrs such as ‘field line’, ‘closed surface’

and ‘flux’ by itself is very generic to magnetism, and does not cap-
ture the focus of the section. On the other hand, being semantic
combinations of cphrs that correspond to formal concepts, indicia
(such as 〈field line, magnetic field, monopole〉) in Table 2(a) are
able to capture different aspects of the focus. Similarly, for the sec-
tion on ‘earth’s magnetism’, each of the top cphrs such as ‘earth’,
‘meridian’ and ‘north’ by itself is very generic, and does not cap-
ture the focus of the section. In contrast, the three indicia shown in
Table 2(b) are central to the focus of the section by capturing the
ideas of earth’s magnetic field, angle between geographic merid-
ian and magnetic meridian at different locations on earth, and solar
wind respectively. We inspected the remaining sections as well,
and arrived at similar conclusions.

We remark that considering the top TF-IDF cphrs that are unique
to each section does not address the above concerns. For example,
for the section on ‘magnetism & Gauss’ laws’, each of the remain-
ing cphrs such as ‘closed surface’ and ‘flux’ by itself is still too
generic to magnetism.

4. AUGMENTING WITH VIDEOS
A video might be associated with one or more of the following

information: (a) images from the visual channel, (b) audio from the
auditory channel, (c) video metadata consisting of title, description
and any other video related properties such as duration and for-
mat, and (d) textual context (e.g., webpage in which the video may
have been embedded). One could attempt to match the textual con-



tent of a textbook section to the images from the visual channel
of the video. However, today’s video recognition systems can ef-
fectively recognize only the physical objects that are describable
using visual pixels [44], whereas we need to be able to find videos
relevant to textbook sections containing abstract concepts. Our sys-
tem, therefore, employs transcript of the spoken words in the video
to infer the relevance of the video to the textbook section. Many
videos have such transcripts associated with them; otherwise, one
can generate transcripts using speech recognition [52].

Our problem now reduces to the following: given a textbook
section (a query), search for related documents over the corpus
of video transcripts. At a high level, this problem is similar to
the query by document work [63] wherein given a news article
(a query), techniques were proposed for identifying related doc-
uments from a corpus of blogs. However, our approach differs in
two respects. We represent the textbook section using indicia which
themselves are founded on formal concept analysis and properties
of well-written textbooks, whereas their approach represents the
given document by extracting key phrases. Our technique for using
the representation to query the corpus (see below) also differs from
their approach of issuing a conjunctive query of key phrases to a
specialized blog search engine.

Given a section s and its set of indicia, Ψs, the videos relevant
to the section are obtained using a two-step process. First, a candi-
date set of videos is selected by only including videos whose tran-
scripts contain all cphrs from at least one indicium in Ψs. For
each video in the candidate set, we assign a relevance score by
measuring the combined significance of the indicia from the sec-
tion that are present in the corresponding transcript. Let Ψs,v ⊆
Ψs be the set of indicia of section s that are found in the tran-
script of video v. The relevance score for the video v is given by:
relevanceScore(v) :=

∑

C∈Ψs,v
f(C), where f(C) is the sig-

nificance score of indicium C. The videos are then ranked using
this score, and the top k are chosen for augmenting the section.
4.1 Significance of an indicium

An indicium consists of a combination of cphrs that collectively
represent the unique content a section, but many such combinations
may exist for the same section. However, some indicium may offer
a more significant representation than others. Hence, we associate
a score denoting the significance of an indicium based on the im-

portance of the underlying cphrs.4 We first enunciate the desirable
properties of significance score.

PROPERTY 4.1 (MONOTONICITY). The significance score of

an indicium is a monotonically increasing function of the impor-

tance of its constituent cphrs.

This property is rooted in the intuitive notion that an indicium
made up of more important cphrs is more significant. In particular,
inclusion of an additional cphr to an indicium results in a more
significant indicium (the uniqueness requirement is still preserved).

PROPERTY 4.2 (CONCENTRATION). The significance score

of an indicium increases as the importance of its constituent cphrs

gets concentrated, that is, the importance is shifted from less im-

portant cphrs to more important cphrs retaining the same total im-

portance.

4Adopting the “keyphraseness” notion from [39, 41], our imple-
mentation defines the importance φ(c) of a cphr c in terms of the
likelihood that the cphr is hyperlinked to the corresponding arti-
cle in Wikipedia. The intuition is that more important cphrs are
more likely to be hyperlinked in Wikipedia. Formally, φ(c) :=
nlink(c)/nall(c), where nlink(c) is the number of Wikipedia arti-
cles in which c occurs as a hyperlink and nall(c) is the total number
of articles in which c appears. See [32, 37] for other possibilities.

This property stems from the observation that the more impor-
tant cphrs tend to have a broader scope, for example, representing
the entire chapter. By themselves, the less important cphrs may not
represent a section and may even be ambiguous, but their combina-
tion with more important cphrs helps to narrow down to the focus
of the section. The corresponding indicium can be thought of as
anchoring to more important cphrs, and then refining their scope
using less important cphrs.

For example, all three sections shown in Table 1 discuss the cphr

‘pharynx’. The additional cphrs in the respective sections help to
refine the scope of this cphr to either respiration or digestion as
discussed in §3.3.

4.2 Characterization of Significance Score for
an Indicium

We next show that the significance score of an indicium can be
obtained using a broad category of simple functions that satisfy
properties 4.1 and 4.2. Let f(C) denote the significance score of
indicium C. Let c1, c2, . . . , cl be the cphrs present in C, listed in
the decreasing order of their importance, that is, φ(c1) ≥ . . . ≥
φ(cl).

CLAIM 4.3. Suppose f is defined as the sum of a univariate

function of the importance of constituent cphrs: f(C) :=
∑

c∈C

g(φ(c)). Then, f satisfies properties 4.1 and 4.2 if g(.) is a mono-

tonically increasing non-negative convex function.

PROOF. Since g(.) is monotonically increasing, f(C) is a mono-
tonically increasing function of the importance of its constituent
cphrs, thereby satisfying Property 4.1.

To show that f satisfies Property 4.2, we formally restate this
property. Let C′ be an indicium obtained from C by shifting the
importance from a less important cphr to a more important one. In
other words, C′ is obtained from C by replacing a more important
cphr by an even more important one, and a less important cphr by
an even less important one as follows. Let 1 ≤ i < j ≤ l and δ >
0. Let c′i and c′j be cphrs not present in C such that φ(c′i) = φ(ci)+
δ and φ(c′j) = φ(cj) − δ. Define C′ as C′ := (C \ {ci, cj}) ∪
{c′i, c′j}. Property 4.2 requires that f(C) ≤ f(C′). Equivalently,
we need to show that g(φ(ci))+ g(φ(cj)) ≤ g(φ(c′i))+ g(φ(c′j)).

We make use of the fact that g is a convex function. First, observe
that the values φ(ci) and φ(cj) lie in between φ(c′i) and φ(c′j) and
hence can both be expressed as convex combinations of the latter

values. Define t :=
φ(c′i)−φ(c′j)−δ

φ(c′
i
)−φ(c′

j
)

so that t is a value between 0

and 1. We can express:

φ(ci) = t · φ(c′i) + (1− t) · φ(c′j)
and

φ(cj) = (1− t) · φ(c′i) + t · φ(c′j).
By definition of convexity, we have:

g(φ(ci)) ≤ t · g(φ(c′i)) + (1− t) · g(φ(c′j))
and

g(φ(cj)) ≤ (1− t) · g(φ(c′i)) + t · g(φ(c′j)).
Adding these two equations gives the desired result.

Our implementation instantiates function g as g(x) := ex. This
function satisfies the requirements in Claim 4.3, and favors indicia
for which the importance is concentrated in a few cphrs.

5. PERFORMANCE



We now present the results of the user studies we conducted to
quantify how well our approach is able to find videos relevant to
the focus of each section. We first describe the video corpus, and
then provide the results.

5.1 Video Corpus
The video corpus consists of education-related, short videos ob-

tained from a focused web crawl [14, 50]. The crawler is seeded
with educational videos from a few reputed sites. These videos
span broad levels of education ranging from school to higher edu-
cation to lifelong learning and originate from a variety of sources.
Many of these videos had accompanying user uploaded transcripts
of the video content. In order to remove variability arising out of
the quality of speech recognition of the audio from the auditory
channel of the videos, our experiments employed only those videos
that contained author uploaded transcripts. There were nearly 50,000
such videos.

5.2 Experiments
We carried out two sets of experiments to assess how well our

techniques are able to find relevant videos. The first experiment
evaluates the proposed videos by measuring the precision of re-
trieval. The second experiment measures the congruence of the
retrieval by computing agreement between the section and the re-
trieved video, in terms of overlap between concept phrases deemed
important for the section and for the video by a panel of judges. We
measure overlap using a number of similarity measures.

Ideally, we would have liked to have as judges those students
who had studied from the textbooks in our test corpus. In the ab-
sence of the access to this subject population to us, we carried out
our user study on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform, taking
care to follow the best practices [2].

5.3 Precision
Setup: Taking cue from the relevance judgment literature [17, 44],
we asked the turkers to read a section, watch a video, and then
judge if the video was relevant to the section. The default choice
in the HIT (Human Intelligence Task) was set to ‘not-relevant’ so
that the judges needed to explicitly choose ‘relevant’ if they indeed
found the video to be relevant. Each judge was required to spend
a minimum of 30 minutes on a HIT. We rejected any HIT where
the time spent was less than the minimum. Each HIT was judged
by seven judges. In this manner, we computed the relevance of the
top three videos proposed by our system over all sections in four
randomly chosen chapters, for both the textbooks.

Metric: Our first metric is the commonly used precision@k [37]
which measures the fraction of retrieved videos in the top K posi-
tions that are judged to be relevant. For a section s, let vs,j be the
retrieved video at position j. Let rel(vs,j) be a binary variable that
takes a value of 1 if the majority of judges voted vs,j to be relevant
for s. Then,

precision@k =

∑

s∈S

∑k

j=1 rel(vs,j)/k

|S| , (1)

where k is the number of videos retrieved for each section and S is
the set of sections.

We also measure whether the judges found at least i of the videos
shown in top k positions for each section to be relevant, and com-
pute the average across all sections:

precision@(i, k) =

∑

s∈S
δ[(

∑k

j=1 rel(vs,j)) ≥ i]

|S| , (2)

where δ[x] is an indicator variable that evaluates to 1 if x is true,
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Figure 4: Retrieval precision.

and to 0 otherwise. This metric is useful if the goal of video aug-
mentation is to find a good candidate set of videos from which the
final selection is made by an expert.

Results: Figure 4a shows the performance of our system under the
first metric for k = 1, 2, 3. The results are quite encouraging. In
77% of the sections, the top video retrieved by our system has been
judged relevant. The performance is maintained at 73% even when
both first and second videos are required to be judged relevant, and
at 63% when all three videos are required to be judged relevant.
We can also see that the performance is maintained across both the
subjects.

Figure 4b shows the results under the second metric for i = 1
and k = 1, 2, 3. For 77% of the sections, judges agree with our
top augmentation. This number goes up to 86% if we are willing to
consider it a success if one of the first two videos is judged relevant.
It shoots up to 95% if finding at least one out of three videos to be
relevant is treated as success.

We also manually inspected the results ourselves. In §5.5, we
provide the videos proposed by our system for some sections and
discuss why they were selected.

We examined in depth the cases for which the judges voted a
proposed video as to be not-relevant. In most of such cases, the
culprit was the limited size of our video corpus and the lack of good
videos relevant to the section which caused the system to propose
sub-optimal videos. As an illustration, we discuss an instructive
case. We found on examination that the computed indicia for the
section on ‘Earth’s magnetism’ in the Physics book capture well its
focus. We proposed a video that is part of the ‘Hunter and Bear puz-
zles’ (e.g., youtube.com/watch?v=pJITjJ7gKuA) series, which
is about identifying location when following certain directions us-
ing N-S-E-W coordinates. One of the judges who marked this



video as irrelevant pointed us to the video titled “Origin of Earth’s
Magnetic Field” (youtube.com/watch?v=k9x7PFt_bPs). Un-
fortunately, our corpus did not contain this video. But, when we
added it to the corpus and reran the computations, it emerged as the
top video for the section.

5.4 Congruence
This experiment measures the agreement between judges’ col-

lective understanding of the focus of a section and their collective
understanding of the focus of the corresponding video. For this
purpose, we designed two HITs, one for the section and the other
for the video.

Setup: In SectionHIT (VideoHIT), the judge was asked to read the
section (video) and provide top five phrases that best describe the
section (video). We converted the phrases from all the judges into
unigrams and removed stop words. Let Ys be the set of unigrams
obtained in this manner for section s, and ns[w] be the number of
judges that included unigram w in one of the phrases for s. Simi-
larly, Zv and nv [w] for video v.

In this experiment also, judges were required to spend a min-
imum of 30 minutes on a HIT. The same section (and the corre-
sponding video) was judged by five judges. We selected the judges
who took part to be different from those who participated in the
experiment reported in §5.3 to remove any biases.

Metric: We compute congruence using several similarity mea-
sures [37]. For a video v for section s, the congruence is com-
puted on the sets Zv and Ys of unigrams provided by the judges
for video v and section s, respectively. We used two symmetric

measures: the weighted Jaccard
(∑

w∈Zv∩Ys
min(cv[w],cs[w])

∑
w∈Zv∪Ys

max(cv[w],cs[w])

)

and

Dice
(

2|Zv∩Ys|
|Zv|+|Ys|

)

. We also computed asymmetric measures with

respect to the section and the video:
(

|Zv∩Ys|
|Zv|

)

and
(

|Zv∩Ys|
|Ys|

)

respectively.

Results: Figure 5 shows the results. For each section (shown in
X-axis), we selected the top video identified by our approach and
computed congruence (shown in Y-axis) between the section and
the corresponding top video. For comparison, we also did the fol-
lowing computation. For each section, we randomly sampled as
many unigrams as provided by the judges. Similarly, we also ran-
domly sampled unigrams from the matching videos. We used these
two sets to compute average congruence over 100 random runs for
each 〈section, video〉 pair. We can see that the congruence ob-
tained using the unigrams provided by the judges is significantly
higher than that of the randomly sampled unigrams under all the
measures.

5.5 Illustrative Results
We now give the top ranked videos found by our system for Bi-

ology and Physics textbooks for the same sections we discussed
earlier in §3.3.

Biology textbook: For Section 1 on respiratory system, our system
finds the video titled ‘Exercise and VO2max’ from MiraCosta col-
lege (youtube.com/watch?v=TAusO-LAzH8). The video uses
‘exercise’ as a driving example to explain cellular respiration. In
particular, the video directs the viewers to pace up the speed of
walking from slow walk to fast walk on a treadmill. Using this run-
ning example, it explains how the muscles get more active, thereby
requiring energy to perform mechanical work of muscular contrac-
tions, which enable us to balance on the treadmill. During this
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Figure 5: Congruence between section focus and retrieved video.

exposition, the video describes the underlying cellular respiration
in which muscle cells convert the glucose-carried energy into ATP
energy so that the lungs can perform optimally in terms of sup-
plying oxygen. This video was matched to this section because of
indicia: 〈respiratory system, heart and lungs, muscle〉, 〈respiratory
system, muscle, glucose〉, 〈cellular respiration, muscle, oxygen〉,
〈heart and lungs, muscle, metabolism〉 〈heart and lungs, muscle,
glucose〉, and 〈muscle, glucose, metabolism〉.

Section 2 provides an introduction to respiratory diseases. In
particular, it describes asthma and discusses the triggers for asthma
attack. For this section, our system identifies the video authored by
Dr. Steve Rubinstein of Palo Alto Medical Foundation
(youtube.com/watch?v=8uVzPnpb57w). It discusses in detail
the common triggers for the asthma and how to protect oneself from
asthma attack. Not coincidentally, some of the high scoring indi-
cia include 〈respiratory system, asthma, cold〉, 〈respiratory system,
pneumonia, breathe〉, 〈respiratory system, fluid, nose〉, 〈asthma,
infection, lung〉, and 〈pneumonia, infection, nose〉.

Section 3 focuses on digestion. We augment it with part 1 of
three part series of videos on digestion from Centralia College
(youtube.com/watch?v=lozvdMGgEbQ). Since the video gives
a complete description of the digestive system, this video was matched
with support from indicia including 〈digestion, human gastroin-
testinal tract, salivary gland〉, 〈digestion, human gastrointestinal
tract, saliva〉, 〈salivary gland, esophagus, gall bladder〉, 〈salivary
gland, human pharynx, bile〉, and 〈human pharynx, bile, duodenum〉.

Physics textbook: The first section on magnetism discusses mag-
netic field and the physics behind their effects on moving particles.
Our system augments it with the Khan Academy video titled ‘Mag-
netism 2’ (youtube.com/watch?v=NnlAI4ZiUrQ) that explains



the math underlying magnetic fields and the effects of magnetic
fields on moving electrical charges. Hence, indicia that matched
this video encompassed various cphrs about magnetism, includ-
ing 〈charged particle, dipole, field line〉, 〈field line, monopole,
north pole〉, 〈charged particle, magnetic field lines, magnetism,
monopole〉, 〈charged particle, electrostatics, south pole〉, 〈dipole,
field line, monopole, physics〉, 〈electrostatics, field line, monopole〉
and 〈field line, physics, north pole, south pole〉.

The next section discusses Earth’s magnetism, focusing on how
Earth acts as a magnet. Earth’s magnetic field varies with its po-
sition. The motion of the charged particles emitted by the sun
(known as solar wind) affects and is affected by the Earth’s mag-
netic field. We augment this section with a video titled ‘Can you
feel a solar wind?’ (youtube.com/watch?v=hisU8ksHQpI). In
this video, Dr. Robert Hurt, an astronomer from Spitzer Space Cen-
ter, explains what a solar wind is and how it affects Earth. This
video was matched using a very small number of indicia, namely,
〈solar wind, earth, magnetic field〉, 〈solar wind, magnetic field,
poles〉, and 〈earth, solar wind, poles〉, but they succinctly capture
the essence of solar wind.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the importance of textbooks in learning, we studied

the feasibility of enhancing the predominantly text-oriented text-
books with a few selective videos mined from the web at the level
of individual sections. We took an approach that does not view
textbook sections as stand-alone pieces of text, but rather part of a
logically organized work based on well-founded educational prin-
ciples in which each textbook section contributes uniquely to the
pedagogical objective of the book. Our main contributions are as
follows:

• Inspired by the theory of Formal Concept Analysis, we pro-
pose that the focus of textbook sections can be defined and
identified in terms of a small number of indicia, each of
which consists of a combination of concept phrases appear-
ing in the section. Indicia of a textbook section are unique
relative to all other sections of the book and can be com-
puted by considering all the sections jointly. We also showed
that the conventional information retrieval techniques such
as TF-IDF, LSA, and LDA are not adept at representing the
focus of textbook sections.

• On the video side, we propose making use of the transcript
of the spoken words in the audio from the auditory track of
the video. However, videos found on the web are indepen-
dently produced and without necessarily following the orga-
nizational logic of textbooks. We therefore use indicia from
a section to identify candidate videos and then score them
based on the concept phrases present and their importance.

• We evaluated our video augmentation algorithm through ex-
tensive user studies of its performance. The video corpus
used in the study consisted of nearly 50,000 videos crawled
from the web. The textbook corpora consisted of publicly
available school textbooks from two different sources, one
from U.S.A. and the other from India. This empirical evalu-
ation confirmed the effectiveness of our algorithm in finding
relevant videos even at the fine granularity of individual sec-
tions of a textbook.

In developing our solution, we built upon work in various disci-
plines, including educational sciences, natural language and speech
processing, knowledge representation and formal concept analy-
sis, information retrieval and extraction, web and data mining, and

crowdsourcing. As such, this work might serve as a bridge for re-
searchers belonging to these communities.

For future, we would like to integrate considerations beyond
relevance in our video mining system. We expect incorporating
viewer aspects, especially appropriateness to viewer’s background
and prior knowledge, to be particularly valuable and challenging. It
is possible for a video to contain not only content relevant for a par-
ticular textbook section, but also additional material. In such cases,
we would like to be able to pinpoint the subset of the proposed
video. The reader would have noticed that the ideas and techniques
we have proposed are quite general and have broader applicability.
We would like to explore their effectiveness in augmenting text-
books with other types of content that have been investigated in the
past [5, 7].
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